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Introduction. In this note we report an integrality result on Fourier
coefficients of Eisenstein series for Siegel modular group,s attached to cusp,
forms. Our result, specialized to the case where the cusp form is a con-
stant, coincides with the theorem of Siegel [9] and BScherer [1] on Siegel’s
Eisenstein series. Details will appear elsewhere.

1. Eisenstein lifts of cusp forms. For n, k e Z>0, let M (resp. S)
be the C-vector space of holomorphic Siegel modular (resp. cusp,) forms of
weight k with respect to F "=Sp(n, Z)-Sp (Z). For r e Z such that
O_r_n, let Z/n, be the subgroup, of F consisting of all M e F whose
entries in the first n+r columns and last n-r rows vanish. For f e S;
with k even 0, the Eisenstein series of Langlands-Klingen type [5, 3] is
defined by"

( 1 [f](Z, s)= ( det (Im (M(Z})))Sf(M(Z}.)](M, Z)_.
:,\r det (Im (M(Z}*))

Here s e C with Re (s) (n+r+1 k)/2 Z is a variable on the Siegel upper

half space of degree n for M=( ) with n n matrices A, B, C, D, we

put M(Z}=(AZ+B)(CZ+D)- and ](M,Z)=det(CZ+D); M(Z}* is the
upper left rr block of M(Z}. We understand that S=C. The right-
hand side of (1) converges absolutely nd locally uniformly for (Z, s) in the
above region; moreover [f]r(Z, S) as a functioa ia s has a meromorphic
continuation to the whole s-pla.ne.

Suppose f is an eigenform, i.e. a non-zero eigenfunction of the Hecke
algebra. Let L(s, f, S_t) be the standard L-function attached to f in the
sense of [2]. We understand that each f e S-{0} is an eigenform with
L(s, f, St) "--(s). We assume that either of the following two conditions
is satisfied"

(2) (a) k--0(mod2) and ]c>(n+r+3)/2, or
(b) k----0(mod4) and k_r.

Then [7], L(s, f, St) is holomorphic at s= k--r. Suppose

L(k--r, f, St):/:0 if kr,( 3 )
[L’(0, f, St) :/: 0 i k r.

Then [7, 10], [f](Z, s) is holomorphic in s at s=0, a,nd [f](Z) "=[f](Z, 0)
is an eigenform belonging to M.

Remark. The condition (3) is automatically satisfied if k_2r+2.
Let be the Siegel operator. We have -[f]=2f with c=0 or 1;
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c=1 if and only if k=0 (mod 4) and r+l_k_(n+r+l)/2.
We write the Fourier expansion of [f] as

[f](Z) a(T, [f]) exp. (2zi trace (TZ)).
T20

Here T runs over all symmetric positive semi-definite semi-integral matri-
ces of size n.

Let V) be the C-subspace of S; spanned by the eigenforms satisfying
the condition (3). Then ] defines a linear map from V) to M. For

rz() with 0sr, we put [F] [ F].Fe,-0 ,
2. Statement of result. Let f e S; be an eigenform with r e Z0.

For r=0, we understand that the Hecke operators are the scalar multipli-
cations and that the Petersson inner product is defined by (a, b) =a for
a, b e S= C. Let Q(f) be the totally real number field [4] generated by the
eigenvalues of the Hecke operators over Q on f and let Z(f) be the ring of
integers in Q(f). In particular, Q(f)=Q if f e S.

Remark. There exists a basis { f} for S; with each f being an eigen-
form whose Fourier coefficients belong to Q(f).

For subring R of C, let T be the algebra of Hecke operators over R
acting on M; (cf. i4]). For a C-subspace W of M;, we denote by W(R) the
R-module consisting of the elements in W whose Fourier coefficients belong
to R.

Lemma. Let f e S; be an eigenform satisfying (2) and (3). Suppose
that the Fourier coefficients of f belong to. Q(f). Then there exist a T-
simple component V of V(or)(Q) and a T-submodule V’ of V(or)(Q) such that"

f eVC and V’C=(VC)+/- here

_
denotes the orthogonal comple-

ment in V(or) with respect to the Petersson inner product.

Let f be as in the lemma. Let Tf=(T, f)f or T e Tc. We denote
by (f) the exponent (as a fiaite abelia group) of Z(f)/Z[(T, f) lT e Tz],
and by ,(f) the exponent of Vr)(z)/(V(Z)V’(Z)). Let (Q(f)) be the dif-
erent o Q(f)/Q. We define (f) "=(f)(f)(Q(f)).

I r e z>0, we put W0 "==o- [V)]-. Noting that each ]- pre-
serves the rationality of Fourier coefficients, we denote by/(r) the expo-
nent of [Wo(Z)]_/[Wo]_(Z). If r=O, we put Z(0) "=1.

Theorem. Let k, n e Z>0. Let f e S; be an eigenform with Orn.
Suppose that k_max(r+l,n/2) and that the conditions (2) and (3)are
satisfied. Assume that the Fourier coefficients of f belong to. Q(f) and
that a Fourier coelicient of f is equal to 1. Then for each T(n)O we
have"

a(T, [f]0 e/(r)-;,L*(k--r, f, St) -. 2
[n/2-,nl rain (k-l,[(n+r)/2)

V d. d7. I] n;
i=1 j=l =r+l

N;,I(f)
Here (x)=l or 0 according as x e Z or not;
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L*(tc--r, f, St) "--L(k-r, f, St)-2r/l/rcr/l/2(f, f)-I e Q(f);
the reduced denominator and numerator of the absolute value of
B2_2 /(/c-- i)----- 2(1- 2/c+ 2i) is denoted by di and n respectively N,n
]-Iep[k-n/2], with ], denoting the p-part if k>n/2, where
{p e Z>o]p" prime, (p-l) (2/c-n), p" odd if n0 (mod 4)}, and Nnl, =1.

Remarks. ( ) If/c_----0 (mod 4) and lc<n/2, then a(T, [f]r)--0 for all
T>O.

(ii) The above theorem for r-0 coincides with the well-known result
[1, 9] for Siegel’s .Eisenstein series.

(iii) Similar result holds also for /c--r0; in this case, L’(0, f, St)
appears instead of L(k--r, f, St).

Example. Let e S be the normalized cusp. form. Then or all
T() 0 we have

a(T, [zJ])e 2’3"5"11"17"19"23 Z.
7.283.617.3617.43867

Thus the theorem contains some congruence properties of Fourier coeffi-
cients of [f].
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